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Book synopsis
Within the past decades, Henry James has been seen going to the movies and to Paris, both far more likely destinations for him than battlefields
of the modern world. Sending him off to war seems to be a preposterous idea, but the exaggeration inscribed in the title of the present volume
is meant to stress the historicity of wars and battles underlying James’s life and work, quite apart from conflict on which literature thrives at all
times. The book consists of five parts devoted to various forms and aspects of conflict. It deals with both literal and metaphorical battles of which
the author was aware or in which he was involved. Apart from addressing James’s attitude to two major conflicts, the Civil War and World War
One, the articles range from critical discussions of James’s biography, criticism, and fiction, to studies of the intertextual connections between
his oeuvre and works of both past and present authors.
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Within the past decades, Henry James has been seen going to the movies and to Paris, both far more likely destinations for him than
battlefields of the modern world.Â Apart from addressing James's attitude to two major conflicts, the Civil War and World War One, the
articles range from critical discussions of James's biography, criticism, and fiction, to studies of the intertextual connections between his
oeuvre and works of both past and present authors. ...more. Get A Copy. The present volume on Henry James's life and work consists
of five parts devoted to various forms and aspects of conflict. Apart from addressing James's attitude to two major conflicts, the Civil War
and World War One, the articles range from critical discussions of James's biography, criticism, and fiction. Product Identifiers.
Publisher.Â Miroslawa Buchholtz is Professor of English and Director of the English Department at Nicolaus Copernicus University
(Poland), where she teaches American and Canadian literature, film adaptations of literature and biography, life writing and postcolonial
studies. She has published books and articles on Henry James. Unfortunately for Henry, his first military adventure as king did not go as
planned. In April 1512 the monarch joined Ferdinand in declaring war on Louis XII, an act soon followed by a joint attempt to capture the
region of Aquitaine, on Franceâ€™s southwest coast. Henry did not personally lead the English troops, which enabled him to skirt much
of the blame for their dismal performance.Â Jamesâ€™ campaign initially went well, his troops capturing the major castles guarding the
frontier. Catherine dispatched a 30,000-man army under Thomas Howard, Earl of Surrey, north to halt the Scots. The 70-year-old
veteran of the Wars of the Roses was an able field commander, and on September 9â€”less than a month after the Battle of the
Spursâ€”Surrey brought all his experience to bear against the invading Scots.

Unfortunately for Henry, his first military adventure as king did not go as planned. In April 1512 the monarch joined Ferdinand in
declaring war on Louis XII, an act soon followed by a joint attempt to capture the region of Aquitaine, on Franceâ€™s southwest coast.
Henry did not personally lead the English troops, which enabled him to skirt much of the blame for their dismal performance.Â
Jamesâ€™ campaign initially went well, his troops capturing the major castles guarding the frontier. Catherine dispatched a 30,000-man
army under Thomas Howard, Earl of Surrey, north to halt the Scots. The 70-year-old veteran of the Wars of the Roses was an able field
commander, and on September 9â€”less than a month after the Battle of the Spursâ€”Surrey brought all his experience to bear against
the invading Scots. Directed by Peter Hoar. With Matt Smith, Karen Gillan, Arthur Darvill, Alex Kingston. A member of The Doctor's team
has been abducted and he will call in every favor and maybe even go to war to get them back.Â A member of The Doctor's team has
been abducted and he will call in every favor and maybe even go to war to get them back. Director: Peter Hoar. Within the past
decades, Henry James has been seen going to the movies and to Paris, both far more likely destinations for him than battlefields of the
modern world. Sending him off to war seems to be a preposterous idea, but the exaggeration inscribed in the title of the present volume
is meant to stress the historicity of wars and battles underlying James's life and work Within the past decades, Henry James has been
seen going to the movies and to Paris, both far more likely destinations for him than battlefields. of the modern world. The present
volume on Henry James's life and work consists of five parts devoted to various forms and aspects of conflict. Apart from addressing
James's attitude to two major conflicts, the Civil War and World War One, the articles range from critical discussions of James's
biography, criticism, and fiction. Product Identifiers. Publisher.Â Miroslawa Buchholtz is Professor of English and Director of the English
Department at Nicolaus Copernicus University (Poland), where she teaches American and Canadian literature, film adaptations of
literature and biography, life writing and postcolonial studies. She has published books and articles on Henry James. Henry James
(1843-1916) was born in New York City in 1843. His father, Henry James Sr., was a rich man who liked to read philosophy and
Theology. Henry was indeed a cosmopolitan; the James family travelled across Europe during 1855 and 1860. Henryâ€™s brother
William James is considered to be one of the greatest psychologists of all time.Â James went to Harvard Law School in 1862, but he did
not like studying law and pursued studying literature and writing novels. He finally dropped out of Harvard Law School and pursued
literature. Jamesâ€™ novels differed a great deal from the conventional novels, and his essays were out of the league.

